IIPT Steering Committee
November 20, 2019 Minutes
Present: Colleen Sandor and Sue Cebulko (co-chairs) Karen Mohatt, Lea
Setton, Pat Hedegard, Stefanie Minen, Michelle Kwintner
We approved minutes from last meeting.
Committee Reports
a. Candidates: The candidates missed Karen M at the November
weekend. They are dealing with some disruptions in the group
leader and with ending their GAM group. The candidates felt
Carla was containing. At the plenary there was discussion of
requirements for advanced candidates. Today we clarified that
two weekends each year will be required in addition to a plan that
is sensitive to the learning of the individual.
Stefanie will send out due dates to the candidates.
b. Karen M had nothing new to report for the CPC.
c. Pat said that all the 5-year reviews had been completed by the
FDC. Now there are some write-ups to complete.
d. Michelle K. said that the curriculum committee was finalizing
some readings and a plan to offer one or two seminars on case
formulation and write-up. Michelle says we will likely invite one
SA to present this time and Colleen spoke about the benefits of
inviting two in future years.
Those final details should be completed after the next committee
meeting on November 25. Michelle will send to Sue and Colleen
for final approval and then send to faculty.
The surveys are not getting completed by all candidates. Colleen
and Sue will reach out to candidates about completing them.
e. Lea S said that at the SA meeting there was discussion of how
well the APsaA site visit went. Timing for what comes next is
unclear. The SAs are discussing different matters with regard to
supervising candidates.
4 colleagues have signed on for a supervision seminar and after
some further advertising, more may join. The SAs will continue

to discuss differences in their ideas about case formulation and
write-up.
There is a need to clarify the choice of a 3rd supervisor for
inclusion in the handbook.
f. Colleen says there is one new applicant to IIPT and several others
are in the wings.

Other Matters
v Discussion of one candidate’s outside analyst and whether she
would be approved. We followed with discussion of the procedure
in general for approving outside analysts. Sue will contact Stan to
find out about past protocols.
v 2 candidates will set a date for their panels. Colleen, Sue, and
Karen will discuss whom to appoint and potential conflicts to
avoid.
Stefanie was excused.
v Discussion of impact of lack of continuity of GAM leaders. Jill
has recommended possibility to have the candidates achieve
greater continuity in their GAM group and we discussed options.
v We discussed possible GAM group leaders for the future cohort,
including non-IIPT faculty.
Respectfully submitted,
Michelle Kwintner

